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Electroless plating is commonly associated with metallizing
macroscopic work pieces, but also represents a surprisingly
powerful nanomanufacturing tool. This review details the
technique’s use for creating nanomaterials of arbitrary dimen-
sionality, ranging from nanoparticles over nanotubes, nano-
wires, and ultrathin films to nanostructured lattices, focusing on
the solution chemistry and mechanistic aspects. The synthesis
of defined nanostructures serves as overarching perspective,
which is enriched by drawing connections to and insights from

related fields. Strategies for controlling the size, shape, crystal-
linity, porosity, composition, and arrangement of electrolessly
plated nanostructures are outlined, including templating (which
harnesses the method’s exceptional conformality to guide and
limit deposit formation), the complementary approach of
selective growth, tailored seeding, and bath design. Being able
to strike convincing compromises between material quality and
ease of preparation, electroless nanoplating has a distinct
potential to facilitate the application of metal nanomaterials.

1. Introduction

Nanotechnology deals with the creation and implementation of
materials possessing features approximately seven to nine
orders of magnitude smaller than a meter. If a human took the
role of a rather big nanoparticle and searched for an enlarged
structure of corresponding scale, it could look at nothing less
than the earth, whose diameter provides a comparable size
ratio. Assembling matter at such tiny length scales is no doubt
a challenging task, but successful attempts are rewarded with
materials possessing huge surface-to-volume ratios, altered
properties and previously unobserved functionality, enabling
the construction of miniaturized, more efficient, or entirely
novel devices. A completely realized nanotechnology – granting
full control over the positioning of single atoms as the smallest
building blocks of condensed matter – could be interpreted as
the ultimate form of materials science.

While synthetic perfection[1] remains an as important as
elusive goal in itself, one must factor in trade-offs between
precision and materials performance on the one hand, and
process efficiency on the other. As the properties of nano-
objects strongly depend on their shape, size, composition,
internal structure, and surface chemistry,[2] techniques providing
extensive control over these parameters are in high demand.
However, precise techniques tend to rely on complex instru-
mentation, exotic educts, and special environments (e.g.,
vacuum, protective gas, cleanrooms), and are frequently held
back by low yields and time-consuming procedures. In contrast,
the broad-scale implementation of nanomaterials requires cost-
efficient, robust synthetic approaches of high throughput,
particularly in industrial context.[3]

Considering metal nanomaterials, solution-based methods
like galvanic displacement,[4] reductive precipitation,[5] electro-
less plating or electrodeposition[6] regularly achieve convincing
compromises between synthetic precision and feasibility.

Sophisticated wet-chemical protocols can create exquisite
nanostructures such as monodisperse metal nanocrystals,
epitaxially overcoated with shells of a secondary metal, just a
couple of atomic layers thick.[7] During the advent of nano-
science, techniques like electrodeposition have been firmly
established as standard tools for producing metal
nanomaterials,[8] and publications simultaneously covering the
topics “nano” and “electrodeposition” have gained noticeable
momentum since the early 2000s (Figure 1). Throughout this
time period, electrodeposition papers have remained about
seven times more frequent than their electroless plating
counterparts.

The extent of this gap could appear surprising, considering
the close relationship of both methods[6] and the beneficial
characteristics of electroless plating, which deposits conformal
metal films by surface-selective chemical reduction.[6,9,10] Electro-
less plating offers a route towards metal nanomaterials through
simple wet-chemical means, by immersing suitable samples
into aqueous solutions for defined amounts of time. Not reliant
on electrical contacting, the method is almost absurdly flexible
regarding the substrate to be metallized, irrespective of its state
of matter, composition, and morphology. Suitable substrates
include gas nano-bubbles,[11] emulsified droplets,[12] dispersed
nanoparticles,[13] artful three-dimensional lattices,[14] diatom
shells,[15] spirulina filaments,[16] laser-written microfluidic
channels[17] and block copolymer templates.[18] This astonishing
flexibility allows constructing manifold nanomaterials, which
range from quasi-zero-dimensional nanoparticles[13] over
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Figure 1. Number of published papers simultaneously covering “nano” and
either “electroless plating” or “electrodeposition” (Web of Science Core
Collection topic search, accessed on March 9th, 2021).
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nanowires[19] and nanoplates[20] to monolithic nanostructured
materials.[14]

Electroless plating is a mature technology which can look
back at an extended history and a decade-long industrial
implementation.[9,21] The method was accidentally re-discovered
and promoted[22,23] by Brenner and Riddel in 1946,[24] but the
concept can be traced back to the seminal work of Wurtz, who
described nickel plating as early as 1844.[25] It is understandable
that the use of a well-established surface finishing technique,
which is less associated with high technology, more with bulky
products and down-to-earth applications such as corrosion
protection, can be met with hesitation, as it does not constitute
an ideal buzzword for selling cutting-edge science. One might
even need to justify its use in perfectly viable scenarios, as
evident in the following quote, which stems from a study
applying electroless plating as enabling technology to create
chiral plasmonic crystals: “We note that standard deposition
methods such as sputter coating or vacuum evaporation were
unsuitable for metal coating due to self-shadowing of the
complex 3D geometry”.[26]

While the ties between the electroless plating and nano-
materials communities can be strengthened, there is no short-
age of common themes. Conventional electroless plating is
dominated by nickel deposition, but the method can deposit
many late transition metals prevalent in nanomaterial applica-
tions. Classical processes yield compact, smooth, bright, and
thick metal films (at least from a nanomaterials perspective),
which typically serve as protective or conductive coatings.[9,27]

But the method can also create anisotropic structures, pat-
terned and roughened coatings for application in catalysis,
sensing or plasmonics. To fully harness the nanomanufacturing
potential of electroless plating, it is important to overcome its
existing structural and compositional limitations, and to adapt
its process characteristics to new requirements.

The present review aims at raising the awareness of the
potential – both realized and untapped – of electroless plating
from the specific viewpoint of its ongoing development as a
nanomanufacturing tool. It adopts an overarching synthetic
narrative, which includes a tutorial-level introduction to the
mechanistic foundations and discusses in detail the intricacies
of the bath chemistry and of controlling the composition,
shape, crystallinity, and distribution of the plated nanomaterials,
which act as key parameters for tailoring their functionality. The

history of electroless plating, which already has been succinctly
described,[21–23] is omitted. Nanocomposite plating,[27] which is
concerned with the codeposition of nanoscale additives
(typically to enhance properties in established applications, e.g.,
increasing the coating hardness or friction coefficient), is
excluded as well. The electroless plating of interconnects in
micro-/nanoelectronics is already excellently covered by dedi-
cated reviews,[21,28] to which the reader is referred.

Following the synthesis focus, application aspects are inter-
woven with mechanistic arguments rather than discussed
separately. My intent is to outline the advantages, disadvan-
tages, challenges, and potential development paths of nano-
scale electroless plating by providing a consolidated source of
information. While no single method solves all synthetic
problems, electroless plating offers a surprisingly versatile route
towards metal nanostructures. From first-hand experience, I can
also confirm that it is a rather quirky technique. If this review
can spark curiosity, encourage researchers to play and perhaps
even help them with tackling some of the method‘s difficulties,
I would be a happy chemist.

2. The Mechanism of Electroless Plating

Electroless plating represents a reaction class which utilizes the
heterogeneously autocatalyzed conversion of metastable redox
pairs – formed by dissolved reducing agents and metal
complexes – for achieving conformal metallization.[6,9,10] The
overall process can be summarized as two coupled redox
reactions: The oxidation of a reducing agent, and the reduction
of a metal complex (Figure 2A). Thus, the method can be
interpreted in the framework of mixed potential theory,[29]

although factors such as interdependent or diffusion-controlled
partial reactions can impede such an analysis.[30] Also, its
fundamental properties can be interrogated in electrochemical
experiments.[9,29–31]

Electroless plating starts with a metastable redox pair and
ends with elemental metal and oxidized reducer. Various
processes contribute to the activation energy barrier separating
these boundary states (e. g., reducer conversion, metal complex
reduction, rearrangement and shedding of ligands, adatom
formation, migration, and integration into the deposit lattice).
Three main reaction trajectories lead to the end state (Fig-
ure 2B). The apparent activation energies for electroless plating
reactions depend on the specific system. Typical values range
from 74.1 kJmol� 1 for Ni plating with hypophosphite to
49.0 kJmol� 1 for Cu plating with formaldehyde.[31] While reducer
conversion often represents the rate-determining step,[30] the
activation energies of anodic reducer oxidation are typically
below those of the net plating reaction, probably because the
former does not account for additional relevant barriers (metal
ion stabilization by complexation, cathodic metal deposition).[31]

Individual reaction steps and intermediate energies can be
resolved with theoretical bonding studies.[32] Energy differences
between the competing reaction pathways are difficult to
quantify, since these involve complicating factors such as
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nucleation steps, interfacial interactions, and transitioning
mechanisms.

A homogeneous reaction in the bulk solution results in
homogeneous nucleation and particle precipitation (Figure 2B,
orange route). This behavior is typical for too reactive plating
bath formulations,[33] but can also be observed in overaged
solutions. Due to the nucleation barrier (which can be estimated
using classical nucleation theory)[34] and missing catalytic action,
this pathway is associated with high activation energies, which
provide the basis for suppressing uncontrolled metal reduction.

Metal atoms forming in the solution can also deposit on
interfaces which lower the nucleation barrier (Figure 2B, green
route). One famous example is Tollens’ test, in which an
alkaline, ammoniac solution of Ag(I) responds to the addition of
reducing aldehydes with the spontaneous formation of silver
mirrors and/or powders. In this deposition mode, quite
arbitrary, noncatalytic surfaces can be coated with metal
films,[35–37] which often comes at the cost of reduced stability
and selectivity: Unwanted surfaces can be coated alongside the
sample (e. g., the reaction vessel), and the localized deposition
of metal patterns is impeded. Deposition-promoting and
-inhibiting surface chemistries provide a limited way of
maintaining selectivity even in the case of unspecific plating
baths. The attachment or nucleation of metal particles on

noncatalytic surfaces, which initiates autocatalytic metal deposi-
tion on undesired areas, can be suppressed by minimizing
electrostatic interactions between solution species and the
substrate. Inversely, seeding and metallization generally are
favored on polar, hydrophilic surfaces.[38] Such differences in
reactivity can be used to direct metallization: Negatively
charged silica particles could be metallized even without a
dedicated seeding step (likely by attracting oppositely charged
Ag(I) ions, which are then reduced in situ), while plating did not
proceed on the hydrophobic polypropylene reaction vessel.[39]

In its archetypical mode, electroless plating only proceeds
at catalytic interfaces which considerably lower the activation
energy, channeling metal deposition into this path (Figure 2B,
blue route). As the product of the reaction (the deposited
metal) is driving the redox reaction (and thus its own
formation), electroless plating reactions are considered autoca-
talytic, and metal deposits grow continuously. The autonomous
nature of the reaction results in an excellent degree of
conformality.

Substrate-selective electroless plating represents a twisted
version of this standard reactivity. Here, the catalytic substrate
but not the deposit is capable of activating metallization,
stopping the process once a coating is formed.[40] Self-limiting
reactions like underpotential or atomic layer deposition create
ultrathin conformal layers by stalling uncontrolled material
accumulation. Considering the synthetic value of this concept,
it appears highly worthwhile to deploy self-terminating strat-
egies in electroless nanoplating as well.[41,42]

Electroless plating can be understood as member of a family
of solution-based techniques which produce elemental metal
by reducing dissolved metal ions (Figure 3). It could be
interpreted as a variant of electrodeposition in which the
electrons for reduction are not externally supplied, but
produced in situ by the catalytic oxidation of the reducing
agent. Electroless plating also bears striking similarity to the
synthesis of metal nanoparticle colloids by chemical reduction.
This is particularly true for autocatalyzed, seed-mediated nano-
particle syntheses,[5,43,44] which could be classified as electroless
plating reactions applied to dispersed catalyst particles instead
of solid work pieces. While such reactions can be more forgiving
in terms of metastability (the presence of evenly distributed
sites for metal deposition can help staying below the concen-
tration threshold for spontaneous homogeneous nucleation),[34]

the underlying reaction mechanism is identical. Given this close
relationship, it is not astounding that electroless plating is well-
suited for creating materials which are typically obtained by
seed-mediated colloidal growth (e.g., bimetallic
nanoparticles,[13,45] anisotropic nanostructures).[19,20,46]

To avoid confusion, it should be noted that electroless
deposition and electroless plating are often used interchange-
ably, and that methods such as galvanic displacement are
frequently termed as electroless deposition. While galvanic
displacement resembles electroless plating in that it does not
require an external current, it deviates in key mechanistic
aspects (no autocatalysis, reaction not carried by a dissolved
reducer).

Figure 2. A) Reaction scheme exemplifying the coupled partial reactions of
electroless plating with the reduction of a singly charged aquo complex. B)
Reaction path showing three routes towards metal formation.
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3. Plating Bath Chemistry

At the heart of each electroless plating bath lies the simple
combination of at least one metal complex and a reducing
agent. However, auxiliary components such as stabilizers,
buffers or surfactants are often needed, individual reagents
regularly take on multiple roles, and the solution composition
and reactivity are subject to spatiotemporal changes (e. g., local
pH variation, consumption of educts, formation of byproducts,
aging, change of catalytic interfaces), considerably complicating
the matter. As the bath chemistry defines the overall reactivity
– including vital factors such as the solution lifetime, plating
rate, deposit composition and morphology[9,27,47] – it is impor-
tant to master and keep track of it, both for trouble-shooting
experiments and for developing novel plating protocols. De-
tailed summaries of classical bath formulations and plating
conditions can be found in the literature.[6,9,27,47,48]

To function properly, plating baths must operate at the
edge of decomposition, and this chemical metastability is a fine
line to walk. Contaminations or aging can trigger the plating
out of metal powder, making cleanliness and care imperative.
For laboratory purposes, aging issues can be mitigated by only

working with freshly prepared plating baths. Individually stable
components such as solutions containing the metal complex
and the reducing agent can be stored separately and conven-
iently combined to assemble the final plating bath just before
starting the reaction. While the method is quite straightforward
to scale up, using small baths and discarding them after single
use is much simpler than ensuring long bath lifetimes,
monitoring, and replenishing the bath composition, and
devising setups for continuous plating, particle filtration,
controlled stirring, sample positioning, and wastewater
management.[9] Solving such issues for nanomaterial plating
baths is rarely performed[49] and might be a more technology-
oriented and menial task. Regardless, it is a particularly
important one for transitioning these techniques to mass
production.

The facility and flexibility of electroless plating is especially
useful when working on laboratory and prototyping scales, and
in conjunction with 3D printing.[17,38,50,51] Due to the reliance on
chemical reducers and the more involved bath management,
electroless plating reactions are more expensive than compara-
ble electrodepositions.

Using electroless plating for creating nanomaterials also has
a unique advantage over classical applications. In the latter, it is
paramount to achieve high plating rates to keep processing
times reasonably short (typical rates range from several up to
few tens of μm per hour,[9,47] with common target thicknesses of
some tens of μm). Only needing to obtain nanoscale deposits
completely overturns the reaction requirements. Low plating
rates not only become tolerable, but even advantageous:
Depositing nanostructures over the course of minutes (rather
than seconds) is more reliable, particularly in scenarios in which
the reaction cannot be terminated instantaneously (e.g., plating
dispersed powders).

In such an altered design space, new synthetic targets can
take center stage, such as precise structural control, an aim of
utmost nanotechnological importance. While the established
use of electroless coatings in corrosion protection clearly
discourages porous deposits, such morphologies can be
rewarding in, e. g., catalytic applications (see section 4.8).
Between bath stability and reactivity, a loose inverse correlation
exists (which is reflected, e.g., in the plating rate). Being able to
trade-off deposition speed for an increased solution lifetime is
invaluable for depositing metals like silver, whose baths are
notoriously unstable (Ref. [9], p. 442), but can be turned into
dependable nanomanufacturing tools by tuning down their
reactivity.[52–56] Plating rates in the range of tens to hundreds of
nanometers per hour are perfectly adequate for depositing
nanomaterials in convenient time frames (e.g., functional silver
nanoparticle coatings can be plated within minutes).[55]

3.1. Solvent

Electroless plating is typically performed in the desirable[57]

solvent water, but it is not restricted to it. Surface-selective
chemical metal depositions have also been achieved in organic
solvents,[36,39,58] ionic liquids[59] and supercritical fluids.[60] Dis-

Figure 3. Schematic depictions of different solution-based methods utilizing
the reduction of metal complexes. The reaction characteristics shown on the
right are color-coded to indicate whether they match (black) or differ from
(red) those of electroless plating.
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advantages posed by the use of organics and pressurized
isochoric processes can be offset by unique benefits: Super-
critical media offer rapid diffusion, high deposition rates and
excellent conformality,[60] while nonaqueous solvents enable the
deposition of extremely oxophilic metals such as aluminum[58,59]

and show interesting reactivities (e.g., nanofilm deposition on
non-catalytic surfaces).[36,39] Organic solvents can simultaneously
act as the reducer,[36] similar to colloidal approaches like polyol
reactions.[61] While moving away from aqueous environments
and gentle reaction conditions sacrifices key advantages of
electroless plating (and thus should be considered with care),
such measures open up considerable room for exploring new
plating concepts.

3.2. Metal Complex

The metal complex constitutes the deposit precursor and the
oxidizing component of the metastable redox pair. Generally
speaking, to be convertible, the metal complex must possess a
more positive standard potential than the reducing agent (see
Section 3.3), and the plated metal must be active enough in the
anodic reducer oxidation to ensure autocatalytic growth.[31]

Even non-noble metals such as Al can be deposited under
extreme conditions (absence of water and air, aggressive
inorganic reducer LiAlH4),

[58,59] but the aforementioned criteria
result in electroless plating mostly being limited to the late
transition metals. With standard reduction potentials between
� 0.25 V and � 0.44 V,[62] Fe,[63] Co,[64,65] and especially Ni[14,18,27,66,67]

can be named as the least noble but still regularly plated
metals. Protocols are also available for Pd,[37,68] Pt[13,69] and the
coinage metals Cu,[70,71] Ag[35,51–56] and Au.[12,19,48,72] For the most
part, easily accessible and affordable standard salts such as
sulfates, nitrates or chlorides are deployed as metal precursors
(e.g., NiSO4, CuSO4, AgNO3, PdCl2). Their role is typically limited
to introducing the desired metal ions, but the counter ions can
potentially serve as ligands and affect the plating reaction.

Intriguingly, despite clearly fulfilling the criteria of nobility
and catalytic prowess, the platinum group metals Ru, Rh, Ir, Os[6]

and also Re[73] are only scarcely deposited with electroless
plating. Likely, factors such as high complex stability, a plethora
of oxidation states and alternative reaction paths pose obstacles
towards autocatalytic deposition. For instance, dissolved Ru(III)
acetylacetonate was found to completely resist reduction in the
excessive presence of NaBH4. Instead, the strong reducer was
hydrolyzed by the Ru(III) complex in a homogeneously
catalyzed reaction.[74] In electroless plating baths, Re could only
be co-deposited with metals which catalyze and promote
perrhenate reduction, thus opening the autocatalytic reaction
channel.[73] Similar difficulties in related reactions hint at
fundamental issues complicating the solution reduction of
certain platinum group metals. For instance, Ir electrodeposition
is rarely performed and plagued by problems such as low
Faradaic efficiency.[75] Only few electroless nanoplating proto-
cols have only been reported for these metals, including Rh[76]

and Ir,[77] the latter focusing on the particularly intricate Ir
solution chemistry. Further development in this direction is

both welcome and challenging. Additional driving force could
be provided by employing autoclaves, which would allow one
to use hydrogen gas as the primary reducer (likewise to
supercritical reactions)[60] and to apply harsher hydrothermal
conditions.

Reasonably noble main group metals (e.g., Sn, Pb or Bi) are
also candidates for electroless plating, despite their generally
lower catalytic activities. These metals are not utilized
frequently, and corresponding reactions often suffer from large
impurity fractions[78] and employ unusual reducers (e.g.,
thiourea,[78] Sn(II)).[79] Selective metal deposition can be achieved
through carefully balancing the metastable redox pair, as
demonstrated in electroless Bi nanoplating.[80]

The reactivity of metal complexes can be tuned by varying
their oxidation state and ligand shell. As a rule of thumb, low
oxidation states are beneficial because they lessen the electron
requirement for reduction and limit the number of potential
intermediates (e.g., partially reduced Pt(II) forming aside
elemental Pt in a Pt(IV)-based bath).[69] Popular ligands comprise
anions of chelating organic acids (e.g., ethylenediaminetetraa-
cetate, citrate, tartrate), but also softer Lewis bases (e.g.,
ethylenediamine or sulfite), which work well with noble metal
ions (e.g., Pd(II)[6] or Au(I)).[48] The complexation strength and
steric hindrance of the chosen ligand affect the metal ion
reducibility and thus are of key interest for achieving meta-
stable conditions.[33] Ligands often serve multiple roles: They
can prevent precipitation (e.g., formation of poorly soluble
compounds such as Ni(OH)2 in alkaline baths),

[33,66] act as buffers
(e.g., ammonia or carboxylic acids),[56] form adsorbates on the
deposited metal (e.g., cyanide poisoning Au surfaces in
substrate-selective electroless plating),[40] and can even function
as reducing agent (e.g., organic amines).[39,81] An interesting
example for the latter is sulfite, which is used to stabilize Au(I)
ions in electroless formulations, but apparently can also reduce
Au(I) complexes (thiosulfate-sulfite based plating baths work in
the absence of a conventional reducer).[48]

3.3. Reducing Agent

Standard potentials of typical reducers amount between � 1.1 V
and � 1.4 V,[6] in theory negative enough to reduce all common
target metals. This, however, is not observed in experiment,
highlighting the importance of looking beyond ideal electro-
chemical thermodynamics and account for the specific situation
at hand. Both the equilibrium potentials and the kinetics of the
reduction and oxidation half reactions are markedly affected by
numerous factors (e.g., concentration, pH value, temperature,
complexation, autocatalytic activity, adsorbates). Typical reduc-
ers are stronger in alkaline environment (e.g., hydrazine,[6]

tartrate,[54] hypophosphite,[31] formaldehyde).[82] In the case of
borohydride and aminoboranes, lower pH values promote
reducer loss by solvolysis.[9] Hydroxylamine, hydrazine, and
hypophosphite are applicable in acidic bath formulations and
helpful when working with base-sensitive substrates.[9,12,47]

Although electroless plating is feasible with a vast range of
reducing agents, a privileged set is employed particularly often:
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hypophosphite, hydrazine, dimethylaminoborane (DMAB), bor-
ohydride and formaldehyde.[6,9] Figure 4 shows a selection of
reducers categorized based on the atom type oxidized during
the reaction (or, in the case of boron, the atom carrying the
actual reducer, negatively polarized hydrogen). These encom-
pass organic compounds (e.g., aldehydes, carbohydrates), salts
of inorganic acids (e.g., hypophosphite, sulfite), boron-hydrogen
compounds, and compounds with weak nitrogen/oxygen single
bonds and a strong tendency to decay into N2 or O2 (e.g.,
hydrazine, hydroxylamine, hydrogen peroxide). Occasionally,
reducing metal ions[42,79,83] and sulfur compounds[48] are used as
well.

All major reducers are converted under abstraction of
hydrogen atoms, which can either recombine to form hydrogen
gas or can be further oxidized to protons, releasing additional
electrons in the process.[84,85] Metals representing potent (de)
hydrogenation catalysts (e. g., Pd, Pt) thus promise efficient
autocatalytic deposition and complete reducer oxidation. While
the generalized classification of electroless plating as a dehy-
drogenation reaction suggested by van den Meerakker is an
insightful concept integrating many experimental
observations,[84] it is not strictly true, since autocatalytic
depositions can be realized without hydrogen-bearing reducers.

Reducers should be selected with the autocatalytic proper-
ties of the plated metal and the deposit composition in mind.
Ohno et al. provide an excellent starting point for identifying
reducers which are efficiently oxidized on different metals.[31] Ni
and Co work well with hypophosphite, aminoboranes and
hydrazine,[27] which is also used for depositing platinum group
metals.[6] Coinage metal plating often employs organic reducers,
notably formaldehyde,[82,85] but also milder variants such as
tartrate,[54] glucose,[35,86] polyphenols,[87] ascorbic[41,88,89] or glyox-
ylic acid.[90] Due to its extraordinary nobility, gold can even be
plated with H2O2.

[12,91] Whereas carbon- and nitrogen-based
reducers yield pure deposits,[6,9,47] phosphorous- and boron-
based ones frequently cause heteroatom codeposition, which
allows plating Ni� B and Ni� P alloys.[27] Heteroatom inclusion
disturbs the deposit lattice, resulting in products of reduced
crystallinity, down to semi-amorphous materials and metallic
glasses,[27,66,92] albeit the exact nanostructure of such materials
often is difficult to resolve and subject to debate.[93] Reducer
heteroatoms are not always codeposited, though (e. g., P was
found in Re� Ni alloys, but not B).[73] The specific metal chemistry
(importantly, the willingness to form borides or phosphides)
can be consulted to anticipate inclusion. Due to its natural
tendency to create heteroatom-doped and glassy alloys,
materials exhibiting interesting functional properties (e.g.,
favourable reactivity-selectivity profiles in (de)
hydrogenations,[93] high oxygen evolution reaction
performance),[94] electroless strategies are promising for produc-
ing metal catalysts.[95] Amorphous deposits such as Ni� P and
Ni� B alloys represent metastable solid solutions and can be
transformed into the respective crystalline compounds by heat
treatments (e. g., Ni� B into mixtures of Ni and Ni3B).

[96]

Strong reducing agents are highly reactive and thus many a
time toxic, carcinogenic and corrosive. From the perspective of
green chemistry, electroless plating reactions can exhibit
valuable characteristics (availability of harmless reducers, water
as solvent, performable at ambient temperatures, high deposi-
tion yields attainable). While process-related waste water is an
ongoing issue,[9] and it is likely impossible to replace problem-
atic chemicals in all cases (e.g., potent reducers are needed for
the less noble metals), electroless nanoplating can benefit from
more benign reagents and procedures. For instance, toxic
reducers and additives can be replaced,[89,90] and Ni(II) ions can
be efficiently plated out of electroless waste water with
hypophosphite, a technique suitable for recovering elemental
Ni[97] and for creating functional materials alike.[98]

3.4. Additives

Popular additive types include surfactants, stabilizers, acceler-
ators, buffers, and stress reducers.[9,99,100] In nanotechnological
applications, shape-directing[19,20] and porogenic agents[101] are
expedient. Often, the exact mechanistic impact of additives is
poorly understood.[100] Advancements in this area are crucial for
moving from the inefficient trial-and-error development and
overreliance on tried-and-true approaches, which impair the
progress in many nanotechnological fields, towards a more

Figure 4. Chemical structures of exemplary reducing agents employed in
electroless plating reactions sorted by the oxidized compound part.
Standard reducers are highlighted in blue.
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rational synthesis design.[5,44,102–104] The small concentrations at
which certain additives already markedly affect metal deposi-
tion highlight the susceptibility of interfacial reactions such as
electroless plating to impurities (e. g., plating rate reductions of
>50% can be observed at concentrations of 10 μM).[100]

Additives allow adjusting the autocatalytic activity of the
deposit, which resembles the controlled poisoning of heteroge-
neous catalysts for fine-tuning their reactivity (e. g., increasing
the hydrogenation selectivity with Lindlar catalysts).[105] Likewise
to the former, the blocking of particularly active sites can be
central for curtailing overshooting electroless plating reactions.
Most bath stabilizers can be divided into four classes (Ref. [9],
pp. 34–52):[100] Molecules containing heavy chalcogens (e.g.,
thiourea or thiosulfate), oxyanions (e. g., AsO2

� or IO3
� ), heavy

metal cations (e.g., Pb2+), and unsaturated organic acids (e.g.,
maleic acid). Strongly adsorbing anions such as cyanide or
iodide can also represent potent stabilizers.[100] In nanomaterials
plating, compounds such as halides,[53] citrate[86,106] or 4-
mercaptobenzoic acid,[88] which are known to adsorb onto the
plated metals, have proven valuable for limiting their
deposition,[53,86] for changing the morphology from dense to
(nano)particulate coatings,[53,86] and for growing anisotropic
nanostructures.[53,88] Considering the large surface area, small
crystallite size and defectiveness of such products, it is clear
that kinetic control[104] represents a key strategy for plating
high-energy products of particular nanotechnological interest.

4-(dimethylamino)pyridine (DMAP) is a rare example of a
rationally introduced plating additive. Initially, this molecule
was employed as organocatalyst in nucleophilic acyl
substitutions.[107] In a first transition to nanotechnology, Gittins
and Caruso applied the electron-rich pyridine as a polar capping
agent for the spontaneous phase transfer of metal nano-
particles from toluene to water.[108] Later, Gandubert and
Lennox showed that the capping is not overly strong: Effective
Au nanoparticle stabilization relies on an excess of DMAP and a
not too acidic pH to ensure the presence of unprotonated
pyridine adsorbates.[109] The Burgess group strengthened the
understanding of the pH- and facet-dependent adsorption of
DMAP on gold with electrochemical and spectroscopic
investigations[110,111] and used it to create branched Au nano-
particles, for which a partial reduction of the highly reactive
Au(III) precursor to Au(I) was necessary.[112]

Several of DMAP’s characteristics render it an interesting
auxiliary reagent for electroless plating:[72] (i) It is water-soluble
and thus compatible with the typically aqueous bath chemistry.
(ii) It reversibly adsorbs onto metal surfaces with medium
strength, modifying the autocatalytic activity while still keeping
plating viable. The interaction can be easily tuned by adjusting
the pH value and concentration, and after deposition, DMAP
can be removed by washing with diluted acids. (iii) The
occurrence of facet-selective adsorption indicates potential for
shape control.

Like suggested by its adsorption onto Pd and Au
nanoparticles,[108] DMAP could be used to design nanoplating
reactions for both metals.[37,72] By choosing a Au(I)-DMAP
complex as metal precursor, different surfaces could be directly
functionalized with Au nanowires by anisotropic, seeded

growth.[19] This reaction exemplifies lessons to be learnt from
viewing electroless plating and related approaches such as
colloidal nanoparticle syntheses[112] from a unified perspective.
The fact that DMAP also can be used for electrodepositing
anisotropic Au nanostructures further strengthens this point.[113]

Electroless plating contrasts colloidal syntheses in that it
does not rely on dedicated capping agents: The deposited
nanostructures are growing on surfaces and thus are shielded
against aggregation by their immobilization, at least to some
extent. One exception is the intermediate case of plating finely
dispersed substrates, in which capping agents can be required
to prevent clumping.[12] The fact that electroless plating does
not call for capping agents likely is advantageous in certain
applications (e.g., for realizing high catalytic activity).[114] While
this hypothesis has been brought forward in the past,[72] further
investigation is required to supply unequivocal experimental
evidence. Due to the absence of classical protecting agents in
typical bath formulations (e.g., polyvinylpyrrolidone, alkane-
thiols), one could retroactively apply such compounds to
electrolessly plated nanomaterials and compare their catalytic
performance and surface chemistry to as-deposited variants.

3.5. Plating Bath Design

A potential heuristic for developing new electroless plating
baths starts with a metal source, from which metal complex
solutions are derived by adding water and suitable ligands. To
each of these, a reducer solution is added, followed by a
catalytically active substrate to initiate plating. At each stage,
problems can occur: Insoluble precipitates can form when
mixing dissolved metal salts with other components, the
addition of a too potent reducer can cause homogeneous
nucleation, and metal deposition might not proceed even on
catalytic surfaces. Such disruptions start optimization loops in
which one aims at solving the issue at hand. Stronger or weaker
ligands/reducers can be used,[33,80] additives introduced, the
reaction conditions changed (e. g., concentration, pH value,
temperature, catalyst), and the procedure adapted (e.g.,
performing kinetically inhibited ligand exchange reactions at
elevated temperature before assembling the plating bath,[69,115]

or pre-reducing a metal complex to reach a desired oxidation
state).[19] Once an operational bath formulation has been
established, the impact of selected parameters on the reaction
dynamics and the deposit properties can be investigated.

4. Nanomaterials Synthesis

Electroless plating is suitable for producing dispersed nano-
objects, for template-assisted syntheses, and for growing nano-
structures or nanoscale films on surfaces.[116] The latter is
interesting for directly functionalizing surfaces (avoiding sepa-
rate nanostructure synthesis, purification, and attachment
steps) and can contribute to a good mechanical and electrical
connection between substrate and nanostructure. Nanomateri-
als can also be derived from electrolessly plated structures by
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additive, subtractive or converting post-deposition steps,
although these options are not dealt with in detail here (e.g.,
coating plated electrodes with other nanostructures,[98,117]

creating nanoporous deposits by chemical etching,[118] or
thermally oxidizing plated nanostructures).[71,101]

4.1. Substrate Preparation and Chemistry

Similar to electrodeposition, a proper substrate state is essential
for producing high quality materials with electroless plating.
Treatments such as degreasing, roughening or oxide removal
are routinely applied to facilitate homogeneous metallization
and ensure good deposit adhesion.[9] While electroless nano-
plating is likewise affected by, e.g., fatty residues, it can
experience reduced adhesion issues, because intensely struc-
tured substrates can provide efficient mechanical interlocking,
and stress build-up is less severe in ultrathin, discontinuous, or
even island-like coatings.[119] Adhesion also depends on the
substrate-deposit interaction and thus can be improved by
tuning the surface chemistry.[120]

It is evident that the earliest reaction stages, which are
affected by the still uncovered substrate, are of special
relevance for producing defined nanomaterials. A high density
of polar groups on the substrate facilitates its wetting and
interaction with many reagents (e. g., Sn(II) or Cu(II) ions for
seeding).[45,121] As such, substrates can greatly benefit from
hydrophilization treatments (e.g., glass with Piranha solution,[55]

graphite with aqua regia,[45] alumina and polymer template
membranes with H2O2,

[122,123] polymers with chromic acid)[38] and
similar interface optimizations (e. g., aminosilanization or similar
amine functionalizations,[15,124] polycarboxylate grafting,[121] at-
mospheric-pressure plasma treatment).[125]

In rare cases, the substrate also guides the deposition
through epitaxial growth.[41,126,127] Substrate deterioration due to
contact with reactive and corrosive solutions must also be taken
into account. Electroless plating and galvanic displacement can
proceed simultaneously if the substrate has a more negative
standard potential than the metal to be deposited. While this
reactivity can form catalytically active immersion deposits
(which might be welcome to initiate plating),[128] it can also
result in the buildup of corrosion products, uncontrolled
chemical attack, and poorly adhering deposits. Chemically
sensitive substrates such as cellulose[129] or polycarbonate[66,76]

might suffer from degradation, embrittlement, or dissolution
during the reaction.

4.2. Seeding

In the majority of cases, the substrate-solution interface must
catalyze the electroless plating reaction to reliably initiate
metallization. Substrates frequently do not possess sufficient
intrinsic activity, which can be amended by decorating them
with catalytic seeds. This is commonly realized through three
routes (Figure 5): (i) The substrate is rendered reducing (e.g., by
attaching Sn(II) ions[45,130–132] or hypophosphite,[95] by absorbing

reducers,[119] or by decoration with polydopamine,[133,134] which
constitutes a beautiful example of bioinspired surface
functionalization).[135] Metal nanoparticles form once such a
sensitized substrate is brought into contact with reactive
enough metal ions, which can either stem from an activation
solution or the plating bath itself. A separate activation step
allows one to independently control and tune the seeding and
plating conditions,[119,136] while processes are more streamlined
if seeds are formed in situ upon immersing sensitized substrates
into a plating bath.[133] (ii) The aforementioned reaction steps
can also be inverted: Metal ions can first be attached to a
substrate and then reduced either in the plating bath, a
separate solution,[121,124] or with alternative methods such as
photoreduction.[137] Anchoring groups for surface complexes
can be established, e.g., through molecular self-assembly,[138]

polyelectrolyte coatings,[120] or organic functionalization.[124]

Alternatively, precursors can be infiltrated into the substrate
(e.g., polyimide can be loaded with Pd(acac)2 in supercritical
CO2

[139] or hydrolyzed and ion-exchanged with Ag(I)).[137] (iii) Pre-
synthesized metal nanoparticles can be bound to the substrate
using self-assembled monolayers (SAMs),[28] polycation
coatings,[140] or oppositely charged surfaces.[141]

Sn� Pd-based activation strategies represent a standard
both in academic research and industry.[9,132] Such reactions are
applicable to various substrate materials and can be adapted to
produce nanoparticles of other sufficiently noble metals (e.g.,
Ag,[55] Au).[142] However, they also introduce potentially unde-
sired residues (e. g., oxidized Sn species,[55,132] metallic Sn in

Figure 5. Seeding strategies employed in electroless plating, utilizing metal
ions, reducers, and pre-synthesized seeds. Below each strategy, a synthetic
example is shown, presenting TEM (i, ii top), SEM (ii bottom) and AFM (iii)
images of seeded and plated substrates. (i) Adapted from Ref. [45] with
permission; copyright 2019, American Chemical Society, (ii) Adapted from
Ref. [124] with permission; copyright 2012, Elsevier. (iii) Adapted from Ref.
[140] with permission, copyright 2003, American Chemical Society.
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alloyed seeds, such as suggested for Pd),[132] and the chemistry
of tin-based sensitization solutions is complex and dynamic.[143]

Seeding reactions are worthwhile syntheses in themselves
and should be valued apart from their use as plating pretreat-
ments. With them, surfaces can be decorated with metal
nanoparticles in a controlled fashion: The nanoparticle density
can be increased by repeating the seeding reaction[95,130,131] or
by adapting the reagent concentrations,[119,144] different metals
can be introduced,[119,144] and seeds can be ripened to change
their shape, size, and distribution.[55] Also, they often are
compatible with 3D work pieces, straightforward and quick to
perform, and do not require strong protection chemistry. For
instance, slightly swollen polymers can be loaded with a
reducer, which leaches after the transfer to a metal complex
solution, causing nanoparticles to precipitate at the polymer-
solution interface.[119,144] This reaction solely works with basic
metal salts and reducers (e. g., AgNO3 and DMAB).

Because the seeds initiate the deposit nucleation, their size,
uniformity, distribution, and activity decisively impact the onset
of metallization. In order to obtain defined nanomaterials, it is
thus advisable to mutually optimize the employed seeding and
plating reactions.

4.3. Patterning

The activation energy barrier of electroless plating allows one
to restrict metal deposition to interfaces promoting the
reaction. As such, patterning strategies can be used to
selectively coat specific substrate areas. Inversely, specific areas
can be blocked to restrict metallization (e. g., with
photolithography,[28] soft lithography,[145] simple printing,[121] or
by confining the deposition through microfluidic channels).[17,146]

For accurate nanoscale patterns, the process resolution is
obviously critical, but the structural fidelity can also be
obstructed by too large or misplaced deposit particles. If the
patterning relies on seeds, they should be active, small, and
attached to the chosen substrate areas in a dense, firm,
homogeneous and selective fashion. The faithful reproduction
of nanoscale features is of great importance for creating
miniaturized conductive patterns[28] and template-assisted
nanostructure syntheses alike (see Section 4.5).

SAMs[28] and grafted ligands[121] are commonly patterned
with lithographic techniques. The Walker group explored an
innovative concept for the seedless patterned metallization at
the interface of two adjacent, hydrophilic and hydrophobic
SAMs, the latter enriching the reducer DMAB, while the former
favors metal deposition.[147,148] All reagent classes employed in
electroless plating, including the reducing agent,[134] ligand,[149]

and catalyst seed,[150] can be applied with (microcontact)[151]

printing for patterning purposes.
External stimuli can locally initiate metallization as well.

Seed patterns can be created by the photoreduction of
sensitive Ag salts,[137] and the reactivity of an electroless Ag
plating bath can be restricted so strongly (using AgNO3 as the
metal source, no alkaline reagents, and citrate as ligand,
adsorbate, and rather weak reducer) that metallization only

proceeds via plasmon-mediated reduction on Au seeds, which
can be spatially controlled with photomasks.[106] Localized
heating, which has been implemented, e. g., in the patterned
growth of oxide nanostructures,[152] represents an interesting
option for electroless plating, albeit the decomposition ten-
dency of overheated plating baths has to be considered.

4.4. Deposition of Nanoparticle Coatings and Nanofilms

Nanoparticle coatings and ultrathin metal films represent
routine morphologies for electroless plating (Figure 6). As the
deposits typically nucleate at multiple sites, it is natural for a
metal film to start as separated nanoparticles (Figure 6A),
followed by a percolation stage characterized by growing,
merging islands (Figure 6B), which finally transitions into a
closed layer (Figure 6C).[55,131,153] The seed distribution and
plating time represent straightforward parameters for adjusting
the size and density of nanoparticle coatings.[55,154] Increasing
the areal density and decreasing the size of seeds reduces the
thickness thresholds for percolating and closed films.[140,154,155] In
conjunction with smooth, fine-grained deposits, this allows
constructing thin films of low roughness.[144] However, the
granularity of electroless films makes it challenging to produce
extremely thin yet compact coatings. Deposit particles are
commonly polydisperse, but it is possible to selectively grow
them in a specific shape (see Section 4.6).

Figure 6. Archetypical morphologies of electrolessly plated metal films with
nanoscale features, each complemented by a synthetic example: A) Island-
like Ag nanoparticle film on glass; B) percolating Au nanoparticle film on
polyvinyl alcohol; C) cross-section of a free-standing, ultrathin Pt film
released from its substrate; D) late grow stages of an extremely rough Cu
film. SEM images adapted with permission from Ref. [55] (A) (copyright 2019,
American Chemical Society), Ref. [119] (B) (copyright 2014 Elsevier), Ref.
[144] (C) (copyright 2013, Springer Nature), and Ref. [160] (D) (copyright
2005, Elsevier).
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Ultrathin metal deposits can bring classical applications of
electroless plating to the nano realm. Ni nanofilms can protect
Cu nanotubes and nanowires from oxidation.[71,156] Also, electro-
less plating has found versatile application in nanoscale
electronics research (e.g., for merging crossing nanowires,
greatly reducing their contact resistance in transparent
conductors,[157] or narrowing the distance between nanogap
electrodes),[41,158] and is implemented in flexible and wearable
electronics.[134]

Thicker films can also possess nanoscale surface features,
which can be superimposed with microscale roughness to
create hierarchically structured coatings (Figure 6D). Examples
include porous, micrometer-scale waves obtained by wrinkling
just percolating Au films,[153] cauliflower-like coatings caused by
branching, nodular growth,[159,160] and dendrites formed at high
plating rates,[65] akin to electrodeposition. Such materials are
interesting, e.g., for surface-enhanced Raman scattering,[153]

superhydrophobic coatings,[53,159,161] or heterogeneous
catalysis.[160]

4.5. Templated Synthesis of 0D-3D Nanomaterials

Templating represents the perhaps most common strategy for
producing metal nanomaterials with electroless plating. It
exploits the method’s outstanding conformality to define the
product morphology, using templates as mold for the depos-
ited metal. The obtained products resemble inverse replica of
the original template morphology, whose reproduction quality
depends on the nucleation density, the size and shape of the
deposit particles, and their nestling against the template
surface. Positive nanostructured replica are accessible through
dual replication, using the electrolessly plated, optionally
reinforced metal as mold for a second material addition step to
fill out the void created by removing the original template.[161]

Templates are regularly considered a means to an end and
removed after plating, but can also serve diverse functions in
the final material. Template matrices can support nanostruc-
tures too fragile to endure isolation,[72] liquid template droplets
can encapsulate components for later release,[12] and titania
templates can offer photocatalytic activity.[162] The presence of
easily accessible interfaces on the surface and inside the
submicron pores of template membranes greatly facilitates the
interaction of plated nanostructures with dissolved chemical
species, rendering such membranes interesting platforms for
miniaturized flow reactors,[46,77] for expediting the antibody-
antigen binding kinetics in immunoassays,[163–165] and for the
selective transport of molecules and ions.[166]

Because the metal deposits are formed by merging grains,
template-assisted electroless syntheses usually yield polycrystal-
line materials of rather undefined internal structure, contrasting
many colloidal products (compare, e. g., an electrolessly plated,
polycrystalline Ag nanowire[131] with a multiply twinned, faceted
Ag nanowire of pentagonal cross-section).[5] Though uncom-
mon, single-crystalline products can be realized with template-
assisted plating if the deposit nuclei grow undisturbed.[167,168]

While electroless plating is perfectly suited to evenly coat
work pieces no matter their structural complexity,[14] surfaces
require some degree of accessibility to be homogeneously
metallized, and the method struggles with templates possess-
ing expansive inner surfaces connected through narrow and
deeply recessed pores. Templates of increasing volumetric
surface areas require more metal (and thus more reagents to
diffuse from the bulk solution into the template interior) for a
homogeneous deposit coverage. Reagent diffusion is noticeably
obstructed in small pores acting as bottlenecks, particularly in
the mesoscale regime and below.[118,166] The interplay between
reagent consumption within a template and diffusive supply
from the exterior bath is a typical cause for depletion and
reduced plating rates, especially in more convoluted locations.
This issue is exacerbated by preferential deposition at exposed
areas (e. g., outward facing pore openings),[155] which further
narrows diffusion pathways over time. In the worst-case
scenario, the pore openings through which the interior surfaces
are connected to the bulk solution are completely sealed,
preventing any further deposition within the template.[52]

Accordingly, it is compulsory to bolster the deposit
conformality when working with demanding templates (e.g.,
membranes enclosing high aspect ratio nanopores,[72] aerogel
monoliths,[169] or mesoporous silica).[170] This can be achieved
through various strategies: (i) The plating rate can be reduced
to lessen reagent consumption and give natural diffusion more
leeway to replenish the solution and maintain roughly constant
deposition conditions throughout the template. However, it
might be necessary to slow down plating so strongly that
metallization proceeds over the course of many hours up to
several days,[89,171] which burdens process efficiency. (ii) Con-
vective processes can accelerate solution replenishment in the
template. Examples include flushing the plating bath through
the template[46,155, 169] and bubble-driven micro-convection in
channel-shaped pores caused by gas-releasing reducers.[71,172]

(iii) Hierarchical pore systems can be used in which large,
continuous pores facilitate reagent transport into crossing
nanopores.[54] (iv) Metal nucleation can be tuned so that the
ongoing deposition does not block diffusive access to the
nanostructure growth front, e.g., by positioning few isolated
seeds in a porous template which can grow isotopically,[18] or by
linearly growing nanostructures from one side of a porous
template to the other.[167] (v) The reducing and oxidizing
components can be spatially separated (or consecutively
applied)[173] and only allowed to combine and react in the
template pores.[118,126,170,172–175] This strategy suppresses mixing of
the redox pair in the bulk solution, which alleviates stability
issues and facilitates the use of potent reagents. Even if the
template pores are filled, plating can still proceed via
segregated half reactions (in such scenarios, each end of the
deposited nanostructures contacts one of the two reagent
compartments and acts as anode and cathode,
respectively).[174,175]

Optimal conformality also makes demands on the seeding
step. The seeds’ catalytic activity should surpass that of the
plated metal to favor metallization of still uncovered seeds over
the growth of already formed deposits, which promotes a high
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nucleation density, particularly in difficult to access template
areas.[119] Vice versa, the autocatalytic activity of the deposit can
be lowered by the plating conditions.[176]

Several of the previously discussed problems encountered
in template-assisted nanomaterials syntheses are summarized
in Figure 7, using metal nanotubes with closed walls as an
exemplary target morphology. Depending on the specific
scenario, other requirements and synthetic strategies might
become relevant. For instance, in order to enhance the diffusion
to interior active sites, surface area and mass-normalized
catalytic activity of metal nanotubes,[89,177] it can be advanta-
geous to strive for thin, porous tube walls, which likely has to
be traded in for a reduced mechanical robustness.

Depending on the template geometry, nanomaterials of
arbitrary dimensionality can be plated (Figure 8). In the case of
0D nanomaterials, the difference between seed and template
blurs. Dispersed seeds can be enlarged or overgrown by a metal
shell to obtain nanoparticles, a strategy the Monnier group
pioneers to obtain supported nanoparticle catalysts.[13,49,178–180]

By coating the walls of channel-shaped template pores,
nanotubes, nanowires, nanorods and intermediate 1D objects
can be created, depending on the conformality, the amount of
plated metal and the pore diameter, with narrower pores
favoring wire-like morphologies.[54,131] Filling such pores either
from well-separated, embedded seed particles[181] or from one
side[167] allows depositing nanowires reliably. These approaches
requires considerable deposit thicknesses to realize extended
nanostructures and thus benefit from fast plating rates, like
provided by commercial electroless plating solutions.[167] Com-
mon porous templates for plating 1D nanostructures include

Figure 7. Scheme of potential issues hampering the electroless plating of
metal nanotubes in porous template membranes. Each scenario is illustrated
with a SEM image showing corresponding metal nanostructures, which have
been freed from their templates, with the exception of scenario D) (author’s
unpublished results).

Figure 8. Scheme of template-assisted electroless nanomaterials syntheses, sorted by increasing product dimensionality. Below each category, an example is
shown: 0D core-shell nanoparticles; 1D titania nanofibers coated with Ag nanoparticles; 2D Ag nanoplates electrolessly overcoated with Ag, prepared
according to Ref. [46]; 3D hierarchical, hollow Ni� P lattice. Material characterization adapted with permission from Ref. [179] (0D; copyright 2015, American
Chemical Society), Ref. [162] (1D; copyright 2014, American Chemical Society), and Ref. [14] (3D; copyright 2016, Nature Publishing Group).
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track-etched membranes,[54,123,171] nanoporous anodized
alumina,[122] and mesoporous silica.[181] Solid 1D templates such
as electrospun nanofibers are also employed,[162,182] providing a
scalable route towards conducting textiles.[183] Contrary to
colloidal, linearly growing nanowires, the complete surface of
template fibers can be metallized simultaneously, allowing the
fabrication of centimeter-long nanotubes.[184] 1D nanostructures
of limitless aspect ratio are invaluable for metal-based trans-
parent conductors,[182,184] which achieve percolation at ultralow
coverages through the crossing of continuous, extended, and
narrow conduction paths.[185] By combining electroless plating
and galvanic displacement steps, multiwalled metal nanotubes
can be created from 1D precursors,[186,187] providing a route
towards extended nanoscale gaps. Nanowires can be over-
coated to obtain core-shell architectures.[156,188] 2D nanostruc-
tures include ultrathin films (see section 4.4) and coated nano-
plate templates.[46]

Electroless plating can perhaps most impressively demon-
strate its conformality in the preparation of 3D nanostructured
materials. The most ambitious design I have encountered so far
is a lattice structured on multiple length scales, which is solely
composed of ~60 nm thick, nanotubular struts. Due to its
careful hierarchical design and the nanoscale deposit thickness,
this metamaterial transforms the brittle Ni� P alloy it is
composed of into an elastic architecture enduring close to 20%
tensile strain.[14] Examples of other deliberately constructed 3D
nanomaterials include nanotube networks,[54,171,177,189] bichiral
plasmonic crystals,[26] and opal-templated nanoshell lattices.[190]

Free-standing nanomaterials of high surface area, tailored open
porosity and defined structure represent elaborate platforms for
electrochemical and catalytic applications.[117,127,171,191]

4.6. Shape-Controlled Electroless Plating

While templating represents a general strategy for synthesizing
nanomaterials of comparable, tunable morphology and variable
composition, it involves additional processing steps (e.g.,
template synthesis, modification, removal). Also, it remains
restricted in terms of the deposit fine structure: Electrolessly
plated nanomaterials typically constitute complicatedly shaped,
polycrystalline, rather disordered metal thin films – no less, no
more. Considering the value a precise control over the nano-
architecture has for establishing structure-property relationships
and improving material properties, it is very much desirable to
empower electroless plating to yield products which possess
specific crystal habits, defects, or terminating facets.

This can be achieved by switching from the extrinsic
structural control of templates to an intrinsic one: Rather than
forcing a growing deposit into shape by blocking space, its
structure can be defined by directed growth instead. The latter
can be understood as a hybrid approach combining the
characteristics of electroless plating and shape-controlled nano-
particle synthesis (Figure 9). Shape-controlled electroless plating
reactions provide a facile route for amplifying the surface area
of substrates and for directly functionalizing them with defined
metal (nano)crystals, making them appealing for interface-

driven applications.[19,46,192–195] On the other hand, such reactions
abandon the universality of templating for the staggering
complexity of controlled nanostructure growth. While differ-
ently composed but structurally related nanostructures can be
straightforwardly created by applying various plating reactions
to identical templates,[171] it is nigh impossible to design from
scratch a shape-controlled plating bath that selectively deposits
a given metal in a specific nanostructure. Finding general
plating chemistries for depositing different metals in the form
of structurally associated nanocrystals is even more challenging,
given the marked element dependence of such reactions.

While shape-controlled electroless plating operates inde-
pendently from templating, it can be combined with it to
produce ever more complex nanomaterials (e.g., applying nickel
nanospike plating to template membranes for spiky nanotube
networks).[67]

Several reactions yielding shape-controlled metal nano-
structure coatings comply with the mechanism of electroless

Figure 9. Examples of shape-controlled electroless plating reactions, summa-
rizing the bath components, the proposed growth mechanism and the
nanostructure. A) Au nanowires. B) Au nanowires (prepared according to Ref.
[19], arrow marks a Pd seed core encapsulated by deposited Au). C) Ni
nanospikes (arrows mark twinning). D) Ag nanoplates. TEM images adapted
with permission from Ref. [88] (A) (copyright 2013, American Chemical
Society), Ref. [67] (C) (copyright 2019, American Chemical Society), and Ref.
[46] (D) (copyright 2018, Wiley-VCH). Question marks denote uncertainties
regarding the seed-deposit interface, adsorbate formation, or spatial
decoupling of the partial reactions.
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plating, but are not explicitly named as such. Examples include
the seeded growth of Au nanowire films, in which the nanowire
surface is protected by mercaptobenzoic acid (Figure 9A). Here,
metal deposition is restricted to the wire-substrate interface,
pushing the growing nanostructure upwards.[88,196] Single-crys-
talline Pt nanowires can be deposited from solutions containing
chloroplatinic and formic acid as metal precursor and reducer,
respectively.[193,194]

Being so far from predictive design, progress in shape-
controlled electroless plating will likely be fueled by the
discovery of new reactions, detailed mechanistic analysis, and
utilizing knowledge from the parent field of colloidal nano-
particle synthesis. Such reactions have several mechanistic
requirements: First, random 3D nucleation, which favors
polycrystalline, disordered deposits, must be suppressed. The
long-range order of the crystal lattice serves as foundation for
extending structural motifs beyond atomic distances. Thus,
amorphous, isotropically growing deposits must also be
avoided.[67] Under these circumstances, the shape of the deposit
crystals can be tuned by accelerating or curbing the growth
rates in certain crystallographic directions. However, the
pronounced symmetry of most metal lattices impedes the
formation of highly anisotropic single crystals. Akin to colloidal
syntheses,[44,104] this restriction can be overcome by symmetry
breaking: Selective nucleation at the nanostructure tips, in
conjunction with fast passivation of the sides, enables the self-
guided growth of nanowires[19] (Figure 9B), while accelerated
deposition at surfacing twin defects allows plating drawn-out
shapes such as nanoplates[20,46] or nanospikes[66,67] (Figure 9C, D).
Defects can generate and stabilize active sites, such as shown
for nanoplate edges[197] or grain boundaries,[198] making such
materials valuable for heterogeneous catalysis and site-selective
derivatization.[46]

Shape-controlled electroless plating is frequently observed
under curtailed growth,[19,20,53,194] which helps limiting uncon-
trolled nucleation and realizing kinetic products characterized
by high aspect ratios, surface areas, and defect densities. By
adding increasing amounts of halides[53] or Fe(III) complexes[20]

to Ag baths, the plating rate can be continuously reduced,
which first results in coarsened deposits (from polycrystalline,
dense coatings to micron-sized, faceted particles of seemingly
high crystallinity[53] or thick, low aspect ratio plates)[20] and
transitions into selective nanoplate formation at low enough
values. This observation is in accord with a generalized
mechanism proposed for colloidal systems, which convincingly
connects the 2D growth of face-centered cubic metals to low
driving forces.[199] In a related series of polyol-based Pd nano-
particle syntheses, following a decreasing reaction rate, the
products transitioned from single-crystalline over multiply
twinned and roundish particles to stacking-fault laden
platelets.[200] Likewise, in electroless plating using triethanol-
amine as a weak and slow reducer, Ag nanoplates could be
deposited.[81] Interestingly, in this reaction, a slightly elevated
temperature of 30 °C was required to obtain high aspect ratio
nanoplates. While rising temperatures accelerate the plating
reaction, they also affect other growth-relevant parameters
such as diffusion, adsorption, adatom mobility, and (re)

crystallization. Thus, even if one aims at metal deposition far
from equilibrium to realize highly anisotropic nanostructures, it
can be beneficial to operate at (moderately) elevated
temperatures.[20,81] Apart from defects, phase engineering is an
important aspect of metal nanomaterial design, and metastable
crystal structures accessible through colloidal syntheses[201]

might also be attainable by autocatalytic deposition. Since
unusual phases can offer altered properties and increased
reactivity,[201] exploring them in the context of electroless
nanoplating appears significant, despite the lack of hitherto
reported examples.

In many shape-controlled plating reactions, adsorption plays
a major role: Mixed Fe(III)-tartrate-hydroxide complexes were
found to adsorb onto the deposit, reducing the growth
perpendicular to the basal {111} nanoplate faces with increasing
Fe(III) concentration.[20] Chloride could affect Ag nanoplate
formation through Ag(I) complexation and oxidative etching
(fostered by the reduced standard potential of halogen
compounds), but its substoichiometric use in conjunction with
an excess of the chelator ethylenediamine the plating bath
makes adsorption the most likely cause (due to the low
solubility of silver halides, a suitably strong ligand was required
to reach chloride concentrations sufficient for shape control).[53]

Silver has an exceptionally low stacking fault energy, which
promotes the spontaneous formation of planar defects during
crystal growth.[202] This could explain the relative abundance of
electroless systems for the deposition of 2D silver crystals such
as nanoplates and nanobelts.[20,53,81]

Often, the evolution of anisotropic deposit features is not
fully understood.[67,192,194] For instance, Au nanospikes could be
grown from HAuCl4-hydroxylamine-based baths in the presence
of trace amounts of Ag(I), whose role remains unclear.[203] This
reaction could share similarities with colloidal Ag� Au systems
affected by Ag underpotential deposition, although this ration-
ale was used to explain the tuning of single-crystal habits by
changing the relative stability of facets.[102] Spatial decoupling of
the oxidation and reduction partial reactions[20,204] and local pH
changes induced by selective plating at active nanostructure
areas[19] also have been brought forward as potential origins of
anisotropy. Thus, a better understanding of the local reaction
dynamics would be of great mechanistic value.[44] Nickel nano-
spike plating was found to depend on the chosen ligand,[67] but
the reducer hydrazine itself might constitute the shape-
directing agent (simultaneously acting, e.g., as ligand[205] and/or
adsorbate), as nanospikes have been found in the absence of
dedicated ligands (just using an aqueous solution containing
hydrazine, NaOH and NiSO4).

[206] Control over the orientation of
anisotropic deposits has also been demonstrated (e. g., Ag
nanoplates aligning due to epitaxial growth[46] or plasmon-
mediated reduction with polarized light).[207]

Intriguingly, electroless plating reactions can be highly
shape-selective even without efforts to ensure monodisperse
seeds,[19,20,193] contrasting the tendency of colloidal systems to
heavily rely on uniform starting points.[5] This behavior could be
enabled by dominant metal deposition on particularly active
subsets of seeds or nanostructure types,[19] by selective self-
seeding, or by positive feedback unifying different emerging
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structures into a single growth motif. Generally, the seed-
deposit interactions during the early plating stages warrant
further investigation.

4.7. Alloy Plating and Multimetallic Nanostructures

Moving from single- to multimetallic nanostructures opens up
new dimensions for functionality tuning, offering plentiful
motivation for developing corresponding electroless nanoplat-
ing reactions (Figure 10). Depending on the coordination, redox
and alloying chemistries of the involved metals, solutions
containing multiple metal precursors can deposit nanostruc-
tures of differing elemental distribution, including fully alloyed,
heterobimetallic, core-shell, or gradient-containing
variants.[49,208,209] Summaries of established electroless alloy

plating protocols represent valuable sources for developing
new reactions,[210] testing existing ones in nanotechnological
applications, and for guiding systematic studies, which are
needed to achieve a better understanding of these particularly
intricate reactions.

The presence of multiple metal precursors aggravates the
complexity of electroless plating baths, rendering autocatalytic
alloy deposition a challenging endeavor. Similar plating rates
must be achieved for all metals to be present as more than
trace or dominating components, and their ratio should be
adjustable to allow for composition tuning. As the plating
potential and kinetics result from the interplaying partial
reactions, they cannot be controlled directly (compare, e.g.,
with the freely adjustable reduction potential in electrodeposi-
tions), but rather depend on a multitude of often dynamic
factors, including the deposit activity, bath composition,
temperature, and pH value. Detrimental interferences between
bath components must be avoided (e.g., the ligand for one
metal ion could form a poorly soluble compound with another),
and simultaneously fulfilling the metastability criterion for
several redox pairs is difficult (i. e., realizing sufficient bath
stability even if another, more noble and easily reducible metal
species is present).

A straightforward solution is to mix compatible plating
baths which utilize similar chemicals and operate under similar
conditions. This represents the foundation for plating Fe, Ni, Co
and their (heteroatom-doped) alloys, which can all be deposited
in a comparable fashion with borane- or hypophosphite-based
baths.[211,212] The available alloy portfolio can be expanded upon
by designing and matching compatible baths, like shown with
the deposition of composition-tunable Pd� Pt nanotubes[189] and
Ni� Pd� P metallic glasses.[92] Large standard potential differ-
ences between involved metals can cause plating rates to differ
too strongly to reach a desired alloy composition. Using the
more reactive metal in low concentration exacerbates selective
bath depletion and deposit inhomogeneity. In such cases, the
minority component can be continuously added over time to
ensure constant plating conditions and bath stability, like
demonstrated in the Ag� Pd[213] and Pt� Cu systems.[49]

One can break down the complexity of electroless plating
baths by reducing the number of components, by limiting their
interactions, or by overriding their original reactivities. Selec-
tively operating ligands can completely invert the reactivity of
metals in alloy systems, enabling the deposition of previously
inaccessible element combinations. For instance, cyanide inter-
acts particularly strongly with ionic and elemental Au, resulting
in efficient stabilization of Au complexes and poisoning of Au
surfaces. In formaldehyde-based Au� Cu plating baths, cyanide
was employed to prevent immediate decomposition caused by
the high reactivity of Au ions, enabling the deposition of almost
fully composition-tunable alloys (a minimum of ~2 at% Cu was
required for sufficient autocatalytic activity).[214]

Due the swiftness of most ligand exchange reactions, it is
difficult to prevent equilibration between all ligands and metal
ions present in alloy plating baths. This issue can be resolved by
taking inspiration from the medical application of inert
complexes, whose hindered ligand exchange is exploited for

Figure 10. Electroless plating strategies towards bimetallic nanomaterials: A)
alloy plating, B) seed implantation, C) consecutive plating, and D) galvanic
displacement. Each part outlines the synthesis of an exemplary 1D nano-
structure: A) Cu� Pt alloy nanotubes, B) Pt-nanoparticle-dotted Ag nanotubes,
C) Pt core Ni nanospike shell nanowires (prepared according to Ref. [195]),
D) Ag� Pt alloy nanotubes (prepared according to Ref. [187]). SEM images
adapted with permission from Ref. [115] (A) (copyright 2020, The Authors),
Ref. [119] (B) (copyright 2014, Elsevier).
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tuning their pharmacokinetic properties: Compounds such as
cis-diamminedichloroplatinum(II) change their ligand shell so
slowly that they can traverse the body mostly unaltered,
allowing them to shed their most labile ligands before
irreversibly binding to DNA (whose denaturation establishes
their use as cytostatic drugs).[215] In materials science, this
curious property can be harnessed to decouple the reactivity of
different metal precursors employed in the chemical deposition
of alloy nanofilms. By adding a series of inert Pt(IV) complexes
created in a preceding, thermally activated ligand exchange
step to Cu(II)-formaldeyhde solutions, Pt� Cu alloy plating baths
are obtained which are metastable with respect to both the
coordination of the Pt center and metal reduction (Figure 10A).
As such, the Pt speciation (and thus its reduction kinetics) can
be adjusted independently from the global solution composi-
tion, allowing one to translate the additional synthetic degree
of freedom provided by the sluggish ligand exchange to
compositional control.[115] Similar schemes should be viable for
other inert complexes and codeposited metals.

Heterobimetallic systems can be realized with relative ease
by using seeding reactions to implant nanoparticles into
electrolessly plated nanostructures[119,136] (Figure 10B). This is
interesting, e. g., for achieving functional synergies or efficient
noble metal utilization in heterogeneous catalysis.[216] Consec-
utively plating a different metal on an existing metal nano-
structure yields layered products such as core-shell
nanotubes,[71] nanowires[156,188,195] (Figure 10C), or
nanoparticles.[178,179] By plating bimetallic alloy shells onto
catalyst seeds, trimetallic Pd@Pt� Cu nanoparticles could be
realized.[49] Conversely, the seed and deposit metals can be
unified to create pure metal nanostructures.[136,144]

During electroless plating, galvanic displacement must be
considered as a possible side reaction which can leach the
seeds[45] or previously deposited metals. This undermines the
feasibility of certain metal deposition sequences, but can also
serve synthetic purposes: Galvanic displacement can introduce
new metals to previously plated nano-objects[187] (Figure 10D),
and can accompany electroless plating reactions (e.g., causing
elemental mixing in Pd� Pt nanoparticles).[45] The composition
and structure of plated multimetallic nanomaterials can also be
modified through selective chemical etching.[115,118,187]

4.8. Porous Deposits

Non-compact deposits spontaneously form when nanoparticles
repeatedly nucleate without efficiently merging, resulting in
more or less loosely aggregated, micro-/mesoporous deposits,
such as found for Pt[36] and Rh[76] (Figure 11A). Reducer-
associated vivid gas evolution has been suggested to cause
narrow, channel-shaped pores in Ni or Co deposits.[217,218] Efforts
should be devoted to clearly pinpoint the synthetic require-
ments for intrinsically porous deposits.

Alternatively, pores can be actively designed and introduced
with templates (e.g., block copolymers,[18] nanopatterned
photopolymers,[219] liquid crystals,[101] nanoporous gold,[126] mes-
oporous silica,[170] see Figure 11B) and formed by applying

dealloying and/or galvanic displacement to electrolessly plated
nanostructures.[52,186,187] Regardless of their background, small
pores can greatly increase the accessible deposit surface
area[76,101,218,219] and create confined spaces for chemical
reactions.[220]

While dealloying and displacement reactions only have
been rarely applied to electrolessly plated nanomaterials, the
mechanisms governing the structural and compositional
changes should be similar for related precursor materials,
regardless of their synthetic origin. Chemical Co leaching during
electroless Pt plating onto Co seeds[178] resulted in architectures
closely resembling those found for dealloyed Co� Pt and Pt� Cu
nanoparticles, which were derived from C-supported Pt nano-
particles by infiltration with metal salts, followed by annealing
in hydrogen:[221] Small nanoparticles adopted relatively undis-
turbed layered structures in which a thin Pt shell protected a
less noble core, whereas larger particles exhibited Pt segrega-
tion, pitting and pore development, likely driven by Rayleigh
instabilities.[221] Galvanic displacement of Ag nanotubes by
Au(III) represents a process associated with considerable
volume loss (3 Ag atoms are replaced by 1 Au atom, and both
metals possess almost identical atomic volumes), which the
system accommodates to by developing sponge-like Au
walls.[52] This morphology very much resembles that of nano-
porous Au obtained by dealloying[222] and galvanic
displacement,[223] the former representing the selective removal
of an alloy component, the latter a coupled removal-deposition
(which also tends to transition through alloy stages).[223] As
such, insights established in the field of nanostructure deal-
loying and displacement are of immediate use when applying
such strategies to electrolessly plated precursors. Mechanisti-
cally, it is interesting to study systems in more detail which are
characterized by overlapping autocatalytic deposition and
displacement/etching reactions. Not unlike selective transfor-
mations in organic synthesis, finding ways to control and
suppress competing reactions can be pivotal to arrive at well-
defined inorganic nanomaterials.[224,225]

Figure 11. Examples of electrolessly plated nanostructures whose porosity is
defined by A) the intrinsic deposit morphology (Pt film) and B) templating
(Ag� Au network particles). SEM and TEM images adapted with permission
from Ref. [36] (A) (copyright 2010, American Chemical Society) and Ref. [170]
(B) (copyright 2018, The Authors).
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5. Conclusions

Likewise to its redox-chemical kin, electroless plating represents
a pristine example of nanotechnology, building up metallic
materials atom by atom. Producing nanostructures with this
technique does not require more than dipping substrates into
solutions, and terminating the reaction early enough. Luckily,
the reality of plating well-defined nanomaterials is much more
complicated, providing a huge playground for interdisciplinary
scientists. Being able to divert the eye from the method’s
traditional focus – comparably thick deposits, fast plating rates,
inexpensive metals, and a limited cast of applications – opens
up exciting new avenues to explore. Despite the age of the
field, surprising breakthroughs are still made, such as a mesmer-
izing Au plating reaction recently reported by the Leach
group.[225] Here, epitaxial, single-crystalline nanoscale plating is
realized through merely combining HAuCl4 with a high
concentration of hydroxide ions, which at the same time arrest
the galvanic displacement of the Ag substrate and serve as a
green, unexpected reducing agent, releasing oxygen in the
process.While optimized plating reactions are convenient to
use, they also tend to be difficult to design. The field of
electroless nanoplating is broad and evolving, and the
chemistry of the plating baths complex. Much of the reactivity
is tied to the properties of the metal(s) to be plated
(coordination/adsorbate chemistry, redox behavior, catalytic
activity, crystal growth, etc.), and changing a single parameter
usually influences multiple deposit and solution properties at
once. This pronounced specificity and interdependence makes
it likely that the nanomaterials community will require a large
array of complementary nanoplating protocols. A diverse
reaction library comprising different metals, alloys and product
morphologies would not only represent a useful toolkit for
materials engineers, but also facilitate the identification of
common mechanistic denominators and generalizable strat-
egies.

As researchers, we should not shy back from this complex-
ity, but embrace it. In-depth mechanistic investigations will be
foundational for enhancing both the structural and composi-
tional control of electroless nanoplating, and venturing forth
beyond the comparably small set of standard reagents will
contribute to unfolding the method’s true potential. New
insights and directions are also revealed by looking at the
method with open eyes. Upon closer inspection, our artificial
demarcation lines begin to blur, may the themes be as
intimately linked to electroless plating as autocatalytic nano-
particle growth and shape control, or as seemingly discon-
nected as self-limiting depositions and the unorthodox
chemistry of inert platinum complexes.

While the next impactful materials innovation is as unlikely
to predict as its enabling technologies, the versatility of
electroless nanoplating is evident, and refined protocols
represent valuable assets for future materials problems to solve.
Being able to strike convincing compromises between material
quality and ease of preparation, the method has a distinct
potential for helping metal-based nanomaterials to leave the
clean rooms and highly specialized laboratories of this world

behind and adopt a broader scope, both in academic research
and industrial production.
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